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THE N E T H E R L A N D S APPEARS to be the first country m the world where a leg-islative proposal to open up marnage to same-sex couples has become law
and come into force. This landmark bill was mtroduced by the Government on
8 July 1999, passed by the Lower House on 12 September 2000, passed by the
Upper House on 19 Decembei 2000, and signed mto law by Queen Beatrix on 21
December 2000.2 The law came mto force on l April 2001. In every other coun-
try where same-sex marnage has become a topic for mtense social, pohtical and
legal debate, such legislation has yet to be adopted (äs of August 2001). Test
cases attemptmg to acquire füll marnage nghts for same-sex couples were more
or less unsuccessful in Germany, Spam, New Zealand, Hawaii, Vermont, and
indeed in the Netherlands itself. Legislation mtroducing a registraüon System
more or less similar to marnage, but not called marnage, has been enacted in
Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Greenland, Iceland and the Netherlands, äs well äs
m Vermont. A greater number of jurisdictions has been providing some legal
recognition of same-sex de facto cohabitation, and/or mtroducing a registration
scheme with far less legal consequences than marnage. But so far the law of
most jurisdictions in the world does not recogmse the relationships of partners
of the same sex at all. This begs the question Why aie the Dutch so fast5
In this chapter, I will try to answer that question, by descnbmg the legal steps
that paved the way for this legislation. I will present the Dutch road towards the
openmg up of marnage äs an example of the working of what I call "the law of
small change". By domg this, I will imphcitly suggest that, and how, and when,
same-sex marnage can be achieved in other countries
' LL M , Ph D , Senior Lecturer, E M Meijers Institute of Legal Studies, Ficulty of Law,
Umveisiteit Leiden, c waaldijk@law leidenuniv nl, http //ruljis leidenumv nl/user/cwaaldij/www/
2 See Apps II, III (App means an Appendix to this chapter )
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THE LEGAL AND SOCIAL RECOGNITION OF HOMOSEXUALITY
IN THE NETHERLANDS
At the outset, it should be noted that the Netherlands has not always been the
leader m the field of legal recognition of homosexuahty. Admittedly, homosex-
ual acts were decrimmahsed äs early äs 1811, but only because the country was
then integrated into the French empire (France havmg been the first country to
decrimmahse m 1791, and havmg exported that decnmmahsation to Belgium
and Luxembourg m 1792). The Netherlands may have been the first country m
Europe where legislation was passed to equahse the minimum ages for homo-
sexual and heterosexual sex (1971), but unequal age hmits had never existed m
Turkey (which decrimmahsed homosexual sex m 1858), m Italy (where decumi-
nahsation for the whole of the country was completed in 1889), and m Poland
(decrimmahsation m 1930) .3 And although imphcitly the Dutch Constitution has
been prohibitmg discnmmation on the basis of sexual onentation smce 1983,4
exphcit anti-discnmmation legislation covermg that ground only entered mto
force in 1992 and 1994, i e. several years after Norway (1981), Denmark (1987),
Sweden (1987), Ireland (1989) and several parts of Austraha, Brazil, Canada and
the United States had set an example.5 Registered partnership legislation was
mvented m Denmark (1989), and first copied m Norway (1993), Sweden (1995),
Greenland (1996) and Iceland (1996), before such a marnage-hke Institution was
estabhshed in the Netherlands (1998).6 And finally, äs regards second-parent
and/or jomt adoption by same-sex partners, several parts of Canada and the
United States have led the way, recently followed by Denmark (1999).7 In the
Netherlands such adoptions only became possible on l April 2001, when the law
of 21 December 2000 on adoption by persons of the same sex came into force.8
3 For a detailed overview of the history of the crimmahsation and decrimmahsation of homo-
sexual sexual activity, see H Graupner, Sexualität, Jugendschutz und Menschenrechte, Teil 2
(Frankfurt, Peter Lang, 1997), and "Sexual Consent The Cnmmal Law in Europe and Overseas",
(2000) 29 Archwes of Sexual Behavior 415
4 In 1983, a new Article l was inserted into the Dutch Constitution "discnmmation on the
grounds of rehgion, bchcf, pohtical opmion, race, sex or any othcr ground whatsoever is prohib-
ited" The words "01 any other ground whatsoever" were added with the exphcit Intention of cov
crmg homosexual onentation See K Waaldijk, "Constitutional Protection Agamst Discrimmation
of Homosexuals", (1986/1987) 13 Journal of Homosexuahty 57 at 60
5 See R Wintemutc, Sexual Onentation and Human Rights (Oxford, Oxford Umversity Press,
1997) at xi and 266 (updated at App II to this book, pp 781-88)
f Years m which the legislation came mto force See p 462, Lund Andersen, chap 21, Ytterberg,
chap 22
7 See Pohkoff, chap 8, Casswell, chap 11, Lahey, chap 12, Lund Andersen, chap 21,
N Maxwell, A Mattijssen & C Smith, "Legal Protection foi All the Childrcn Dutch-United States
Comparison of Lesbian and Gay Parent Adoptions", (2000) 17 Arizona Journal of International and
Comparatwe Law 309, (1999) 3 l Electronic Journal of Comparatwe Law (http //law kub nl/
ejcl/general/archive html) See also N Maxwell, "Opening Civil Marriage to Same Gender Couples
A Netherlands United States Comparison", (2000) 4 3 Electronic Journal of Comparatwe Law
8 See Apps IV, V The proposal for this law was prcpared and approved parallel to that on the
opemng up of marriage
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Although not always first, the Netherlands can certamly be ranked äs one of
the most gay/lesbian-fnendly societies and junsdictions m the world. Is there
any other country where, smce the early 1980s, the percentage of the population
agreemg that homosexuals should be äs free äs possible to live their own hves,
and should have the same nghts äs heterosexuals m such fields äs housing,
pensions and mhentance, has been 90 per cent or more'9 Or where anti-
homosexual discnmmation m the armed forces was declared unlawful by the
highest court äs early äs 1982'10
All this can be attnbuted to vanous social charactenstics of the Netherlands.
For example, it seems that no other country is äs secular äs the Netherlands no
country in the world has a less rehgious population. The Netherlands pndes
itself on a firm tradition of accommodatmg all kmds of minonties. And it has
often been claimed that the mteraction between the vanous minonties, espe-
cially through their pohtical, social and academic ehtes, is faster and more pro-
ductive than m most other countnes. Furthermore, the Netherlands has a less
direct, and therefore less popuhst, democratic System (no referendums, no dis-
tnct-based elections) than many other countnes.11 The combmation of these
factors may have made the Netherlands the countiy most hkely to be the first to
hft the heterosexual exclusivity of marnage. However, this hftmg has been a
very slow process. Before describmg that process, I shall first sketch the general
trends of legal recognition of homosexuahty in Europe. Agamst the background
of these trends, it becomes apparent that the Dutch openmg up of marnage is
not out of step with the rest of Europe. The Netheilands is followmg the same
trends äs most other European countnes. In that hght, the openmg up of mar-
riage to same-sex couples is only natural.
THE PATTERN OF LEGAL RECOGNITION OF HOMOSEXUALITY IN EUROPE
If you look at the legislative history of the recognition of homosexuahty in
European countnes, it seems that this process is governed by certain trends, that
can tentatively be formulated äs if they were "laws of nature". At the very least,
there is a clear pattern oisteady progress according to Standard sequences. Smce
the early 1970s, hardly any European countnes have mtroduced new anti-
homosexual legislation. On the contrary, in almost all European countnes leg-
islative progress has been made in the legal recognition of homosexuahty. And
where progress has taken place, it seems to be followmg Standard sequences
legislative recognition of homosexuahty Starts (most probably after some form
3 Soaaal en Cultureel Rappoit 1992 (Rijswi|k, Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau, 1992) at 465,
Martin Moenngs, "The Netherlands" in D J West and R Green (eds ), Sociolegal Control of
Homosexuahty (New York, Plenum Press, 1997) 299 at 300
10 Centrale Raad van Beroep, 17 June 1982, (1982) Militair Rechteli/k Ti/dschnft 300
1' I will leave it to sociologists and pohtical scientists to substantiate these generahsations about
my country
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of assocmtion of homosexuals and Information on homosexuahty has become
legal) with (1) decnmmahsation, followed or sometimes accompamed by the
settmg of an equal age of consent, after which (2) anti-discnmmation legislation
can be mtroduced, before the process is fimshed with (3) legislation recogmsing
same-sex partnership and parenting.12
The "law of Standard sequences" imphes two things. Firstly, that normally
the next Step only becomes possible after the previous step has been taken
(although this might sound tautological). For example, you could not logically
outlaw employment discnmination on the basis of homosexual onentation
while you preserve the crimmal pumshabihty of homosexual acts.13 Secondly,
and more importantly, each step seems to operate äs a stimulatmg factor for the
next step.14 For example, once a legislature has provided that it is wrong to treat
someone differently because of his or her homosexual onentation, it becomes all
the more suspect that the same legislature is preserving rules of family law that
do precisely that.
I have argued before that each step in this Standard sequence is in fact a
sequence in itself.15 Decnminahsation normally is a process consistmg of seveial
legal steps, the equahsation of ages of consent often being the last step (which m
turn may be split mto two Steps, äs has happened m France, Germany and the
United Kingdom, where the age difference was first reduced, before being abol-
ished several years later).16 The same can be said about anti-discnmination (in
Ireland, Denmark and Sweden, for example, employment discnmination was
only covered, fully or at all, by later supplementary legislation),17 äs well äs
about partnership and parenting legislation. And it is precisely m those more
detailed sequences that I perceive the working of what I would hke to call the
"law ofsmall change", which could be formulated äs follows·
"Any legislative change advancing the recognition and acceptance of homo-
sexuahty will only be enacted,
• if that change is either perceived äs small, or
• if that change is sufficiently reduced in impact by some accompanymg leg-
islative 'small change' that remforces the condemnation of homosexuahty".
12 For a few exceptions to these "laws" of steady progress and of Standard sequences, see
Waaldijk, chap 23
n There have been a few exceptions outside of Europe, e g , Minnesota
14 K Waaldi|k, "Ovil Developments Pattcrns of Reform in the Legal Position of Same Sex
Partners in Europe", (2000) 17 Canadian Journal of Family Law 61 at 85 Foi pohtical analysis, sec
Adam, Duyvendak & Krouwel, The Global Emergence of Gay and Lesbian Polttics (Philadelphia,
Templc Umversity Press, 1999) at 345, ] Donnelly, "Non-Discnmmation and Sexual Onentation
Making a Placc for Sexual Minorines in the Global Human Rights Regime" m Bachr, Fhnterman &
Senders, eds , Innovation and Inspiration Fifty Years ofthe Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(Amsterdam, Royal Nctherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1999) at 93-110
15 K Waaldijk, "Standard Sequences m the Legal Recognition of Homosexuahty—Euiope's Fast,
Prcsent and Future", (1994) 4 Australasian Gay o1 Lesbian Law Journal 50
l f See Graupner, supra n 3
17 See Wintemute, supra n 5
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Clear examples of the workmg of the "law of small change" can be found in the
process of decrimmahsation of homosexual acts m countnes hke Bulgana, the
United Kingdom, Cyprus and Romania;18 and m the piecemeal development of
anti-discnmmation pohcies and legislation with hmited fields of apphcation,
with vanous exceptions and with hmited enforcement structures all over
Europe.19 But let nie now present, äs a prime example of the Operation of this
"law of small change", the extremely gradual and almost perversely nuanced
(but highly successful) process of legislative recognition of same-sex partnership
m the Netherlands.
THE RECOGNITION OF SAME-SEX COHABITATION
Since 1979, Dutch cohabitmg couples have mcreasmgly been given legal nghts
and duties similar to those of marned couples.19a One after the other, changes
were mtroduced m rent law, m social secunty and income tax, m the rules on
Immigration, state pensions and death duties, and m many other fields. In none
of these fields was any distinction made between heterosexual and homosexual
cohabitation. Therefore, there was never a need for any specific law on same-
sex cohabitation: all recognition was given äs part of the recognition of non-
mantal cohabitation in general, and usually in the context of a more general
overhaul of the rules of a specific field. Simultaneously, cohabitation contracts
and reciprocal wills became common (among different-sex and same-sex part-
ners), and were fully recogmsed by the courts. This evolution was more or less
completed when it was made illegal for any employer, and for any provider of
goods or Services, to distmguish between marned and unmarried couples.20 The
Netherlands seems to be one of very few countnes in Europe where such dis-
crimmation on the basis of civil Status has been forbidden.
With regard to parentmg (a field where nghts and duties traditionally were
strongly hnked to marriage), some gradual improvements were also made. In
the 1970s, fostering children became a possibihty for gay and lesbian and other
unmarried couples. Havmg a homosexual onentation or relationship ceased to
be a bar to child custody or Visitation nghts after a divorce. And providing
18 In all thcse countiies the decnramahsation of sexual activity between adult men (and women)
was accompanicd by the mamtenance 01 mtroduction of vanous speufically homosexual offences,
includmg bans on homoscxual activity "in pubhc" (United Kingdom and Romania), 01 leading to
"public scandal" (Bulgana, Romania and formerly Spam), äs well äs on "piosclytism" foi it
(Austna, Cypius and Romania) See Graupncr, supra n 3, Scott Long, Pubhc Scandals Sexual
Onentation and Cnmmal Law m Romania (New York, Human Rights Watch/International Gay
and Lesbian Human Rights Commission, 1998) at 37-8
19 See Wintemute, supra n 5, and K Waaldijk, "The Legal Situation m the Mcmbei States" in
Waaldi]k & Clapham (eds ), Homosexuality a European Community Issue (Dordrecht, Maitmus
Nijhoff Pubhshers, 1993) 71 at 81, 108-10
'" See p 777
20 General Equal Treatment Act of 2 Maich 1994, Staatsblad (Official Journal) 1994, nr 230,
Articlcs l, 5, 6, 7 (m foice since l Sept 1994)
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artificial insemmation and other means of medically assisted reproduction to
lesbmn or other unmarned women, was never legally banned in the
Netherlands—although four of the thirteen clmics for in vitro fernhsation have
been refusmg this Service to women m lesbian relationships.21
Nevertheless, there are still certain differences between the position of mar-
ned spouses and cohabiting partners. Normally, the latter will have to demon-
strate that they have been living together for a certain penod (three months, two
years, five years). Some private pension funds still do not pay pensions to
unmarned survivmg partners, although unmarned employees generally pay
exactly the same premmms äs their marned colleagues.22 In the Immigration
rules, until l April 2001, a higher mcome was required of an unmarned person
before his or her foreign partner would be given a residence permit. In the fields
of tax, property, mhentance and death duties, it can be difficult and sometimes
impossible to obtain (through contracts and wills) the same advantages äs mar-
ned couples. And numerous other small differences between married and
unmarned partners can be found throughout Dutch legislation.
Until recently, the difference between marriage and unmarned cohabitation
remamed especially large in the field of parentmg· a child born to a married
mother automatically has the mother's husband äs its legal father, who then
automatically shares the mother's authonty and responsibilities over the
child.23 An unmarned male partner of a mother can only become the legal father
by acknowledging the child äs his own.24 (A female partner does not have that
possibihty.) Until 1986, unmarned partners could not have jomt authonty over
their children. When the Supreme Court finally did allow unmarned parents to
have jomt authonty over their children (until then a privilege of properly mar-
ried parents), the Court withheld this new possibihty from same-sex couples,
thus mtroducmg a rare mequahty between unmarned same-sex couples and
unmarned different-sex couples.25 And until 1998, only a married couple (and
neither an mdividual nor an unmarned couple) could adopt a child.26
Thus, although cohabitation had been recognised to a large degree in the
Dutch legal order, there remamed a variety of reasons why the exclusion of
same-sex couples from marriage was seen äs discrimmatory and disadvanta-
geous to the persons mvolved.
21 Accordmg to the Equal Treatment Commission (opmion of 7 February 2000, nr 2000-04,
http //www cgb nl) such a refusal is prohibited by Art 7 of the General Equal Treatment Act In
answenng a parhamentary question about that opmion, the Minister for Health agreed with the
Commission (Aanhangsel Parhamentary Debates II1999/2000, nr 930)
22 This form of discnmmation is specifically permitted by Art 5(6) of the General Equal
Treatment Act
23 Civil Code, Book l, Art 199 (a), (b)
24 Ibtd , Art 199(c)
25 Hoge Raad, 24 Feb 1989, (1989) Nederlandse Junsprudentie nr 741, Kerkhoven v
Netherlands (No 15666/89), declared madmissible, 19 May 1992 (European Commission of Human
Rights), http//www echr coe mt/hudoc See Wmtemute, chap 40
26 CivilCodc, Book l, Art 227
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FIGHTING THE HETEROSEXUAL EXCLUSIVITY OF MARRIAGE
As in some other countnes, the exclusion of same same-sex couples from mar-
nage and from certain marnage-related rights and duties, led to several test
cases in the 1980s and 1990s. Some of these focused on particular pnvileges of
marnage, such äs jomt parental authonty, adoption, partner Immigration,
widow's pensions, or specific tax benefits. These cases were generally unsuc-
cessful. In two other test cases, admission to marnage itself was claimed. In the
case of two men, the Amsterdam District Court did not want to rule whether
their human rights were violated, because it considered it to be up to the
Government and Parhament to remedy any discrimmation that might exist.27
Two women lost their parallel case three times, finally in the Supreme Court on
19 October 1990.2S It ruled that the exclusion of same-sex couples from mar-
nage was not unjustified (and therefore not discnmmatory under Article 26 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights), because one of the
legal consequences of marnage was that the spouse of a woman givmg birth was
legally considered to be the father of her child.29 However, in an obiter dictum,
which has smce been interpreted äs a clear Signal towards the legislature, the
Supreme Court referred to the "possibihty" that there might be insufficient
justification for the fact that specific other consequences of marnage are
unavailable m law for same-sex couples in a lastmg relationship.
The publicity around the two marnage cases (especially the men's case, which
was actively supported by a populär gay magazme) ensured that the legislature
was m fact listemng when the Supreme Court spoke. Within two weeks after the
judgment, the Minister of Justice, havmg been pressed to do so by a majonty in
Parhament, asked the Advisory Commission for Legislation to report on the
issue. Further political pressure resulted from the decisions of over one hundred
Dutch local authorities to Start offermg semi-official registration of lesbian and
gay partnerships. In the absence of parhamentary legislation on this subject,
these registrations had only political and symbohc, but no legal, significance. In
the meantime, in 1989, Denmark had become the first country to enact legisla-
tion introducing registered partnership. Not surpnsmgly, the Advisory
Commission for Legislation produced a report m 1992, recommending the
introduction of registered partnership, more or less along the hnes of the Danish
model.30
Rechtbank Amsterdam, 13 Feb 1990, (1990) N/CM Bulletin 456
Möge Raad, 19 Oct 1990, (1992) Nederlandse junsprudentie nr 129
See supra n 23
Parlmmentary Papers (Kamerstukken) II 1991/1992, 22300-VI, nr 36
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THE INTRODUCTION OF REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP AND
SOME PARENTING RIGHTS
A bill on registered partnership was mtroduced in Parhament in 1994, together
with a bill on jomt authonty and jomt custody. Both bills were heavily amended
on their way through Parhament, before they became law in 1997 and took
effect in 1998.
The original 1994 partnership bill (mtroduced under a coahtion government of
Christian Democrats and Social Democrats) still provided for many differences
between marnage and registered partnership. It proposed to offer the possibihty
of partnership registration not only to same-sex couples, but also to close relatives
who were not permitted to marry each other (hke brother and sister, parent and
child, grandparent and grandchild).31 A new coahtion government (Social
Democrats, Liberais and Social-Liberal Democrats) changed the bill m 1995 and
1996 so äs to base the formahties and consequences of registered partnership more
on the marnage model. The close relatives were thrown out of the bill, but the
scope of the bill was mcreased considerably by also allowmg (not closely related)
different-sex couples to choose to be registered äs partners.32 Thereby, the Dutch
legislation diverged from the examples from Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Greenland and Iceland, where only same-sex partners can register.
The partnership bill was approved and entered into Operation on l January
1998,33 and together with the Registered Partnership Adjustment Act effected
changes to more than one hundred existing Statutes.34 In many hundreds of pro-
visions, registered partnership is now put on the same footmg äs marnage. In
spite of this cumbersome method of amending legislation, registered partner-
ship is almost a clone of marnage. Unhke (unregistered) cohabitants, registered
partners do not have to wait for three months or more to get most of the rights
and duties attached to marnage. And in the fields of tax, property, mhentance
and death duties, partners that register are now in exactly the same position äs
married spouses.
However, usmg registered partnership äs a means to reahse füll equahty
appeared to be too big a step for the Dutch legislature. As a result, some awk-
ward exceptions were mcluded m the partnership legislation. The three main
exceptions related to parenting, foreigners and pensions·35
31 Parhamentary Papers II 1993/1994, 23761, nr 2
32 Parhamentary Papers II1994/1995, 23761, nr 5, and idem 1995/1996, nr 8
13 Act of 5 July 1997 providing for the amendment of Book l of the Civil Code and of the Code
of Civil Procedure, concernmg the mtroduction therem of provisions lelatmg to registered partner-
ship (Staatsblad 1997, nr 324) See App I, W Schrama, "Registeied Partnership in the Netherlands",
(1999) 13 International Journal ofLaw, Policy and the Family 315
34 Act of 17 Dec 1997 providing for the adjustment of legislation to the mtroduction of legistered
partnership m Book l of the Civil Code (Registered Partnership Adjustment Act, Staatsblad 1997,
nr 660)
35 The other differences between registered partnership and marnage (apart from numerous mis-
takes and oversights m the partnership legislation) are minimal and mclude the following (1) the
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Parentmg
The existence of a registered partnership generally does not affect the position
of the children of either partner For example, the registered (female or male)
partner of a woman who gives birth is not deemed to be the second parent of the
child.36 Consequently, the partner will not automatically have any authonty
over, or mamtenance duties towards, the child. The mamtenance duties that
mained spouses have towards their stepchildren37 do not apply to registered
Partners. However, for the purposes of tax law, all children of a taxpayer's
spouse 01 registered partner are deemed to be the taxpayer's children, äs are the
spouses and registered partners of the taxpayer's children.38
Foreigners
Smce 1998, registered partners have had the same Immigration nghts äs mained
partners. However, until 2001, foreigners did not have the same nght to part-
nership registration. A foreigner without a "residence entitlement" was not
allowed to take part in a registered partnership—neither with a Dutch citizen,
nor with another foreigner.39 So each foreigner wishing to register äs a partner
first had to acquire a residence entitlement on other grounds.40
parties to a marnage mairy each other through theu declarations (Civil Code, Book l, Art 67),
whereas the parties to a registered partnership are registered by the registrar (Art 80a(5)), (2) a
church "wedding" (which has no legal consequences in Dutch law) can only take place after the mar-
nage has taken place at the legistry office (Art 67), wheieas the parties to a registered partnership
can go to church before the partnership registration takes place, (3) the King or Queen, or a person
in Ime for the throne, does not need permission by Act of Parliament before entering mto a regis
tered partnership (Art 28 of the Constitution requues such permission for a marnage), (4) even in
the case of mutual consent of the manied spouses, a divorce can only be obtamed m court (Arts
150-165), whereas in the case of mutual consent, a registeied partnership can be dissolved through
a contract (Art 80c(c)), (5) the rules on Separation (Arts 168-183) do not apply to registered part
nerships, (6) most rules of private international law, and rules based on international or European
law, that apply to marnage have not been declared apphcable to registered partnership, (7) some
rules of Dutch secondary legislation might not yet have been made apphcable to registered partner-
ship, (8) m law, words hke "marnage", "spouse", "divorce", "widow", etc , remain the exclusive
domain of marned persons (includmg marned lesbians and gays since l April 2001)
v The patemity rule, supra n 23, still only apphes to marned husbands
57 Civil Code, Book l, Arts 392, 395, 395a See mfra pp 450-51, for further developments
38 General Act on National Taxes, An 2, äs amended by the Registered Paitnership Adjustment
Act
'-" Civil Code, Book l, Art 80a (1), (2) It should also be remembered that m the case of two for
eigners, at least one of them needs to be officially residmg m the Netherlands, the same condition
apphes to hetcrosexual marnage (Alt 43)
40 Parhamentary Papers II 1996/1997, 23761, nr 11, p 7, Parhamentary Debates (Handehngen)
111996/97, p 3143 It was not quite clear what exactly amounted to a "residence entitlement" A res-
idence or settlement permit, or recogmtion äs a refugee, would be enough, but a mere tourist Visa
certainly would not, accordmg to parhamentary Statements of the State-Secretary for Justice See
mfra pp 450—51 for the end to this confusmg bit of discnmination
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Pensions
The survivmg registered partner is entitled to a pension, but that pension may
be much smaller than that paid out to a marned widow or widower. Pension
funds which had not yet extended their payments to non-marned partners were
allowed to calculate the pension of a survivmg registered partner on the basis of
only those premmms that were paid after 1997.41
In these three mam areas of discrimmation between marnage and cohabitation,
the introduction of registered partnership did not end the discrimmation, but
only reduced it slightly. However, in the field of parentmg, the differences
between (same-sex) cohabitation and (different-sex) marnage were further
reduced by two other laws that came mto effect m 1998
On l January 1998, legislation mtroducing jomt authonty and jomt custody
where one partner is not a legal parent came mto Operation.42 A parent and his
or her (same-sex or different-sex) partner can now obtain a court order givmg
the couple jomt authonty over the child of the parent.43 Sirmlarly a (same-sex or
different-sex) couple of fester parents can now obtain a court order givmg them
jomt custody over their foster child.44 Such jomt authonty or jomt custody
entails a mamtenance duty for both partners towards the child, and may be
accompamed by a change of family name for the child. It also reduces the inher-
itance tax to be paid when the child benefits from the will of the "non-parent".
Other parental rights and duties have so far not been attached to it.
A further change in parentmg law came mto Operation on l April 1998.
Adoption ceased to be a privilege of married couples.45 Smce that date, a child
can also be adopted by a heterosexual cohabitmg couple, or by an mdividual
(even if that mdividual is livmg with a partner of the same sex).46
DEBATING THE OPENING UP OF MARRIAGE TO SAME-SEX COUPLES
After the 1998 reforms relating to parentmg, the number of legal reasons why a
same-sex couple could prefer marnage to registered partnership became almost
zero (see above).47 By 1998, a very great proportion of the (traditionally mar-
riage-related) special rights of heterosexual couples had also become available
41 Pension Funds Act, Art 2c, msertcd by the Registered Partnership Adjustment Act This Act
applies to collective pension schemes for pubhc and private sector employees Most Dutch employ
ees are covercd by such a schcme See tnfra pp 650-51, for further developments
Act of 30 Oct 1997, Staatsblad 1997, nr 506
Civil Code, Book l, Arts 253t-253y
Ibtd,Ans 282-282b
Act of 24 Dec 1997, Staatsblad 1997, nr 772
Civil Code, Book l, Art 227
See also supra n 35 And, although "marnage" is a universal Status (recognised in all countnes),
it is hardly hkely that Dutch same sex marnages will get more (or less) recognition abroad than
Dutch same-sex registered partnerships Foreign authonties inclmed to re|ect a same-sex marnage
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to same-sex couples. However, this did not silence the call for the openmg up of
marnage. On the contrary, the social and political pressure mcreased. In retro-
spect, it seems that the whole legislative process leadmg to the mtroduction of
registered partnership and jomt custody, served to highlight the remammg dis-
cnmmation caused by the exclusion of same-sex couples from marnage· the
awkward exceptions hsted above, and the separate and unequal social Status of
registered partnership äs compared to marnage. With the mtroduction of the
very mamage-like Institution of registered partnership (alongside jomt author-
ity and jomt custody, and individual adoption), the number of legal reasons not
to open up marnage to same-sex couples was of course also approaching zero.
Pohtically, the time was nght for it too. Smce 1994, the Netherlands has been
governed, for the first time m eighty years, by a coahtion not mcludmg Christian
Democrats. The current, so-called "purple" coahtion, renewed m August 1998,
consists of Social Democrats, nght-of-centre Liberais and Social-Liberal
Democrats. And they have quickly found out that family law reform is an area m
which they can reach agreement fairly easily (äs opposed to areas like the econ-
omy or the environment). Agamst that background, it became possible for some
very "out" and skilful gay and lesbian and gay-friendly members of Parhament
(in all three governmg parties) to effectively push for fuller equahty for same-sex
Partners and their children. Their efforts led to the adoption by the Lower House
of the Dutch Parhament, m April 1996, of (non-bindmg) resolutions demanding
the openmg up of marnage and adoption to same-sex couples.48 The
Government responded by estabhshing an advisory commission of legal experts,
the "Commission on the openmg up of civil marnage to persons of the same sex"
(the "Kortmann Commission"), which reported m October 1997.49
The Commission recommended unammously that same-sex couples be
allowed to adopt (either jomtly or äs stepparents), and that other parental rights
and duties be extended to them. The Commission made this unammity possible
by simultaneously recommending that the conditions for adoption be made
somewhat stncter. On top of the existing requirement that the adoption is
"in the evident interest of the child",50 it should become a requirement "that
the child has nothing to expect anymore from its parent or parents".51 That
(registered partnership}, could pretend that it is not a "marnage" (that a registered partnership is not
largely equivalcnt to a marnage), or they could mvoke the public pohcy exception of private intet -
national law See D v Counal, discussed in Bell, chap 37, Waaldijk, chap 36, and at pp 767-69
48 On 16 April 1996, the marnage resolution obtamed a majonty of 81 agamst 60, and the adop-
tion lesolution a ma]orityof 83agamst58 Parhamentaiy Papers II1995/1996,22700, nrs 18 and 14,
Parhamentary Debatcs II 1995/1996, 4883-4884
49 The Kortmann Commission consisted of eight members (mcluding this author) and was
chaued by Professor S C J J Koitrnann, who teaches pnvate law at the Catholic Umversity of
Ni]megen (i e the biother of Professor C A J M Kortmann, who teaches constitutional law at the
samc umversity, and who chaired the Advisory Commission for Legislation that recommended the
mtroduction of registered partnership in 1992)
50 Civil Code, Book l, Art 227(3}
51 Rapport Commissie inzake openstellmg van bet bürgerlich, huwehjk voor personen van bet
zelfde geslacht (Den Haag, Mmistcne van Justitic, 1997) at 24
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condmon would, of course, always be met in the case of artificial msemmation
with semen from an anonymous donor.
By proposmg this extra condition, the Commission accommodated a preva-
lent ambiguity m the current opmions about adoption (which is m fact a two-
sided Institution, both creatmg and severing parental ties). On the one hand, a
great number of people would support the idea of adoption bemg used to give a
child the secunty and benefit of one or two new fully responsible parents; on the
other hand, many people are cntical of adoptions bemg used to sever whatever
links the child might still have with its original parent(s). It seems to me that this
ambiguity, which surrounds the issue of adoption in general (and post-divorce
stepparent adoption m particular), is central to the whole debate about the
specific issue of adoption by same-sex partners.
By a majonty of five agamst three, the Commission also recommended that
same-sex couples be allowed to marry, the majonty (includmg this author) con-
sidenng it discnmmatory to exclude gay men and lesbian women from this legal
Institution and its symbolic importance. The Commission was able to reach this
majonty conclusion by first agreeing (unammously) that the presumed paternity
of the spouse (see above) should not apply m the case of two (married) women.
A child born to a married lesbian couple would therefore only have its biologi-
cal mother äs its legal mother. However, the Commission also recommended
that the two married women would automatically acquire jomt authonty over
the child (plus a mamtenance duty towards the child).52 Füll legal parenthood
for both women would only be available through the adoption procedure (dur-
ing which the biological father, if known, could be heard).53
By thus removmg the paternity issue (which had been the decidmg factor for
the Supreme Court when denying same-sex couples the right to marry, see
above), the Commission further reduced the number of issues mvolved in the
debate about same-sex marriage. And by simultaneously recommending that—
m a lesbian marriage—the most important parental rights and responsibihties
should be acquired at birth, and that the Status of legal parent should be avail-
able to the mother's female partner through adoption, the majonty of the
Commission could nevertheless mamtam that it was proposmg füll equahty.
In February 1998, the Dutch Cabmet decided how it would act on the recom-
mendations of the Kortmann Commission. It promised to prepare legislation
giving effect to the unammous recommendations on parentmg, but not to the
majonty recommendation on marriage. As far äs the question of same-sex mar-
riage was concerned, the Government agreed with the mmonty of the
Commission. The Government considered that the new law on registered part-
nership, together with the extended possibihties for jomt authonty/custody and
adoption, offered virtual equahty of rights for homosexual couples. The main
reason why the Government was not prepared to create a fully equal Status for
52 For two women wishmg to have jomt authonty, it would thus no longer be necessary to go to
court See supra n 43
" Rapport, supra η.5ί, at 23-4
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homosexual couples, seemed to be that same-sex marnage would not generally
be recognised abroad.54 (The Commission had m fact carned out a survey of
governmental family law experts m the Council of Europe. The outcome had
suggested that same-sex registered partnership would be met with only margin-
ally more recognition abroad than same-sex marriage).55
Parhament was not happy with the Government's response to the Kortmann
Commission. In April 1998 (just before the national elections m May), the
Lower House of Parhament passed new resolutions demandmg legislation to
open up marriage and adoption.56 After the elections, the three governing par-
ties renewed their coahtion, and committed themselves m the coahtion govern-
ment mamfesto of August 1998 to mtroducing (and passing) bills to open up
marriage and adoption to same-sex partners.57
ALMOST THERE
The mtroduction of registered partnership m January 1998 had been welcomed by
such large numbers of same-sex and different-sex couples that a real demand for
same-sex marriage was to be expected. Anecdotal evidence suggested that many
same-sex couples were not legistermg their partneiships, because they pieferred to
wait for ical marriage. Nevertheless, dunng the first years of the possibihty of reg-
istered partnership, a greater number of male couples, and a far greater number of
female couples, chose to register than in any Nordic country.58 In 1999 and 2000,
the number of same-sex partnership registrations m the Netheilands was 1761 and
1600 respectively.59 If you compare that to a total of around 87,000 marnages
annually m the Netherlands, it seems that there have been two same-sex registra-
tions for every hundred different-sex weddmgs. This is not a low percentage,
because the number of persons enjoying a homosexual preference tends to be esti-
mated äs somewhere around 5 per cent of the total population, and many of them
do not have the same reasons to formahse their relationship äs many heteiosexu-
als (most same-sex couples do not have, or plan on havmg, children; and if they
do, havmg their partneiship registeied would haidly make a difference). And m
companson with Denmark, the percentage is quite high.60
54 ParhamentaiyPapeis II1997/1998, 22700, m 23, p 7
55 Rapport, supra n 50, at 17-9
5f On 16 April 1998, the lesolutions wete adopted with the shghtly larger majonties of 81 agamst
56 for marnage, and of 95 agamst 42 for adoption Parhamentary Papers II 1997/1998, 22700, ms
26 and 27, Parhamentary Debates II 1997/1998, 5642-5643 See supta n 48
57 Parhamentary Papeis II1997/98, 26024, nr 9, p 68
58 SeeApp VI
" The number for 1998, the first year that the Dutch partnership law was m foice, was 3010
60 Smcc 1991 (the second füll yeai the Damsh partneiship law was in foice), the annual number
of same sex registiations has vaned betwecn 178 (1997) and 258 (1991), i e 0 8% or less of the
annual number of marnages of 31,000 See J Eekelaai, "Registered Same-Sex Partnerships and
Mainages—A Statistical Companson", (1998) Family Law 561 at 561 ("the take up of the institu
tion seems to be very low" in Denmark)
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In a survey commissioned by the Mmistry of Justice, it was found that eighty
per cent of the same-sex partners who did register would have chosen to marry
if that Option had been available. And 62 per cent of them said that they would
like to convert their partnership mto a marnage, once that would be possible.
As their mam reason for that desire, most respondents gave "füll equahty" or
the notion that "marnage has more significance".61
Similarly, the mterest of heterosexual couples in registered partnership (m
1999 and 2000, heterosexuals were almost äs big a user-group äs lesbians and
gays together)62 mdicates that there is at least socially a significant difference
between marnage and registered partnership. Accordmg to the same survey, the
reasons given by different-sex couples for prefernng partnership over marnage
mclude not only an "aversion to marnage äs a traditional Institution", but also
the notions that "registered partnership is less bmding than marnage" and that
it can be arranged more quickly and at a lesser cost.63 These reasons cannot be
refernng to the legal aspects of registered partnership (in law, marnage and reg-
istered partnership are equally bindmg and cost exactly the same amounts of
money and time), butpresumably to the symbolic value socially attached to get-
tmg married (äs evidenced by the amounts of time and money required for tra-
ditional wedding parties). This is Support for the argument that füll equahty for
gays and lesbians has not been accomphshed by the introduction of registered
partnership. This in turn explams why many lesbians and gays would rather get
married.
In the meantime, the contmued push for füll equahty had led the Government
to promise and prepare legislation to remedy the three mam areas of difference
between marnage and registered partnership (mdicated above).
Parentmg
• Firstly, legislation was prepared to allow same-sex couples to jomtly adopt a
Dutch child, mcludmg the adoption of the child of one partner by his or her
same-sex partner. This 1999 bill was signed mto law in 2000 and entered mto
force on l April 2001. It contams the extra condition proposed by the
Kortmann Commission.64
• Secondly, amendments to the rules on registered partnership were prepared to
give registered partners exactly the same duties towards each other's children
äs married spouses have towards their stepchildren.65
f l Υ Schcrf, Registered Partnership in the Netherlands A quick scan (Amsteidam, Van Di]k, Van
Somcren en Partners, 1999) at 22
62 SeeApp VI
61 Schelf, supra n 61,at21
(Λ See Apps IV, V
65 These amendments were attached to the bill on the opemng up of marnage for persons of the
same sex, and thercfore took cffect on l April 2001 See App II
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Thirdly, a bill was drafted to provide for automatic jomt authonty over the
children born m a icgistered partnership (of two women, or of a man and a
woman). This bill was introduced m March 2000 and approved by the Lower
House of Parliament on 27 March 200l.66
Fourthly, there is talk of attachmg further legal consequences to the jomt
authonty that a parent and his or her partner may have acquired over a
child.67 It is uncertam whether this will lead to more than the mtroduction of
certain provisions regulatmg testate mhentance.
Foreigners
In October 1999, a bill was introduced to allow a foreigner without a vahd resid-
ence entitlement to enter mto a registered partnership with a Dutch citizen, or with
a foreigner who is a legal resident of the Netherlands The bill was signed mto law
on 13 December 2000 6S This law, which entered mto force on l April 2001, makes
the position of foreigners wishmg to register a partnership identical to the position
of foreigners wishmg to marry under Dutch law only one of the partners needs to
have either Dutch citizenship or his or her domicile in the Netherlands
Pensions
In July 1999, a bill was introduced to abohsh the exception for registered part-
ners in the Pension Fund Act. The resultmg law entered mto effect on 23 June
2000.69 However, füll equahty was not achieved here, because a transitional
Provision allows pension funds to contmue usmg the exception when calculat-
mg the payment to a survivmg registered partner whose partner died, retired or
changed to another pension scheme before the effective date of the law. This
means that, for the next thirty years or more, a few dozen survivmg registered
partners will receive a lesser pension than survivmg marned spouses m similar
situations. Such was the legislative "small change" which was necessary to
break the Opposition of the pension funds to füll equahty An end to this small-
scale scandal could come once the lesser pension is recognised (by the relevant
pension fund, by a Dutch court, or by the European Court of Human Rights) äs
a discnmmatory restriction of the property and pnvacy nghts of the gay men
and lesbian women mvolved.
66 Paihamcntary Papers II 1999/2000, 27047 After approval by the Upper House (expected m
Oct), it could take effect later m 2001 This bill also provides (in a new Art 253sa m Book l of the
Civil Code) for automatic jomt authonty over the children born in a same sex marnage (\ e a les
bian marnage)
n See App III, para 2
f g See App I (The same law contams a hst of corrections of mmor errors made m the legislation
introducing registered partnership )
f j Act of 25 May 2000 (Staatsblad 2000, nr 256) See supra pp 445^6
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THE FINAL STEP
As a result of these bills equahsmg the position of (registered) same-sex partners
and (marned) different-sex partners, only one national rule of marriage law
remamed an issue: the presumption of paternity of the husband of the woman
who gives birth. Not surpnsmgly, that presumption became the one exception
in the field of national family law, when in July 1999 the Dutch Government
finally mtroduced a bill concernmg the openmg up of marriage for persons of
the same sex.70 (The only other differences foreseen between same-sex marriage
and different-sex marnages are m the area of private international law71).
The possible application of the presumption of paternity to lesbian marnages
proved too controversial. This, in itself, should not be seen äs the continuation
of discnmination, because the Dutch rules on paternity are aimed at setthng m
law who is most probably the biological father. However, the second function
of the presumption of paternity is making sure that, from the moment of birth,
most children have two legal parents. This result could have been reached for
children born in lesbian marnages by a rule which would merely state that the
female spouse of a woman who gives birth will in law be deemed the second par-
ent (or second mother) of the child.
This rule, too, seemed too big a step for many. This is stränge if you take into
account that it will soon be possible, through adoption, for a child to have two
parents of the same sex. However, the compromise reached, first m the
Kortmann Commission,72 and then also in pohtics, is a useful one. This one
legal difference between same-sex and different-sex marriage has been consid-
ered by most advocates of same-sex marriage äs a tmy bit of "small change",
which we would gladly pay for this important mcrease in equahty. (The differ-
ence is indeed tmy, because from the moment of birth, both women will have
parental authority over, and mamtenance duties towards, the child, with füll
parental Status being obtamable after a little while through adoption). On the
other hand, the same legal difference can also be used to present the openmg up
of marriage to same-sex couples äs really only a "small change" m the law. In
hne with what I have labelled the "law of small change", this perception must
have improved the bill's chances.73
But even small changes take time. Origmally the Government's aim was to let
the marriage and adoption bills of 8 July 1999 become law by the end of 2000,
so that they would enter into force m January 2001. The committee stages and
plenary debates m both houses of Parhament took a little more time than antic-
ipated. The final vote in the Lower House was on 12 September 2000. The
70 See App II.
71 The Royal Commission on Private International Law is expected to report in 2001 on the ques-
tion of which changes in this area of law are necessary äs a result of the openmg up of marriage
72 See supra nn.49, 51
73 See supra p 440.
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proposal to open up marnage was approved with a majonty of 109 agamst 33
votes, and the adoption proposal with a similar but uncounted majonty.74 On
19 December 2000, both bills gamed an (uncounted) majonty m the Upper
House, and two days later the Queen and her State-Secretary for Justice, Mr M J
Cohen, signed them mto law.75
In the meantime, a separate law was needed to adjust the language of other
legislation to the openmg up of marnage.76 This Adjustment Act mtroduces
gender-neutral language mto provisions that formerly used gender-specific
words for parents and spouses (e.g. m the defimtions of polygamy and half-
orphans). The Act replaces the old rule, that the child benefit to which all par-
ents are entitled is paid to the mother m the event of a disagreement between
father and mother, by a gender-neutral rule; now the benefit office will decide to
whom to pay the benefit m such circumstances. And the Act also specifies that
an mtercountry adoption will only be possible by different-sex marned couples
or by one mdividual (this is so because the authonties m the original country of
the child would not allow it to be adopted by Dutch same-sex partners).
The Act on the Openmg Up of Marnage, the Adoption Act and the
Adjustment Act took effect on l April 2001. At the stroke of midnight the
fürst four same-sex couples had their registered partnerships converted mto
füll civil marnages. Later that month, 300 registered same-sex couples did
likewise, and 82 unregistered same-sex couples marned.
The passage of the marnage and adoption bills became possible because of
the constant reduction in the Netherlands of the number of issues mvolved m the
openmg up of marnage, which made it mto a topic that could be discussed in an
orderly and reasonable fashion. In such an orderly discussion, it could more eas-
ily be estabhshed that there is hardly a reasonable argument agamst it. In fact,
the debate could focus on whether there were any acceptable arguments agamst
reducmg the legal distinctions between same-sex and different-sex partners a ht-
tle further.
The difference between the Netherlands and other jurisdictions m the world
is that the debate m other jurisdictions remams burdened with all kinds of issues
that really should be divorced from the notion of marnage: the position of
churches, tax revenues, the burdens of social security, the mflux of foreigners,
the finances of pension funds, the upbrmgmg of children, the phght of adoptive
children, the mtegnty of family trees, etc. So what to mankmd may seem a giant
step—the openmg up of the Institution of marnage to same-sex couples—is, for
the Dutch, only a small change.
74 Parliamentary Debates II 1999/2000, pp 6468-6469 All but two members of the Opposition
Christian Democrat Party voted agamst both bills, äs did the small strict Protestant parties All lib-
eral and left-of-centre parties voted m favour
75 See Apps. II, IV
76 Staatsblad 2001, m 128, rcsultmg fiom Parliamentary Papers II1999/2000, 27256, nr. 2 (mtro-
duced on 22 Äug 2000, approved by the Lower House on 30 Jan 2001, approved by the Upper
House on 6 March 2001, signed mto law on 8 Maich 2001)
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APPENDIX I
TEXT OF THE KEY ARTICLES ON REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP IN THE DUTCH
CIVIL CODE77
The incorporation of the new civil Status of "registered partner" into Dutch legislation
has been effected by a senes of Acts. The two most important acts are the Act of 5 July
1997 amendmg Book l of the Civil Code and of the Code of Civil Procedure, concerning
the mtroduction therein of provisions relating to registered partnership (Staatsblad 1997,
nr. 324); and the Act of 17 December 1997 providmg for the adjustment of legislation to
the mtroduction of registered partnership m Book l of the Civil Code (Registered
Partnership Adjustment Act; Staatsblad 1997, nr. 660). Both laws came into Operation on
l January 1998, and effected changes in more than one hundred existing Statutes. In Book
l of the Civil Code several new articles were introduced, especially articles 80a to 80e.
These and other articles have since been amended by the acts openmg up marnage and
adoption for persons of the same sex (see Appendices II to V), and by the Act of 13
December 2000 (Staatsblad2001, nr. 11). All three acts entered into force on l April 2001.
The resulting text of the key articles is äs follows:
"Article 80a
(1) A person can simultaneously be in a registered partnership with one other person
only.
(2) Those who enter into a registered partnership, may not already be marned to some-
one.
(3) Registration of partnership is effected by a document of registration of partnership
drawn up by a registrar. . . ."
The further paragraphs of Article 80a declare apphcable almost all provisions on the for-
mahties of contractmg a marnage. Article 80b declares apphcable all provisions on the
mutual nghts and duties of marned spouses and on matrimomal property.
"Article 80c
The registered partnership ends:
(a) by death;
(b) by disappearance of one partner followed by a new registered partnership or by a
marnage of the other partner . . .;
(c) with mutual consent by the registrar's recordmg... of a dated declaration, signed by
both partners and by one or more advocates or pubhc notanes, stating that, and at
what moment, the partners have concluded a contract relating to the termmation of
the registered partnership [äs specified m Article 80d];
77 All the translations m Apps. I to V to this chapter are unofficml translations by this author,
who is not a professional translator. Regularly updated versions can be found at http //ruljis.
leidenuniv.nl/user/cwaaldij/www/. Before Publishing any of thesc translations elsewhere please con-
sult with c.waaldijk@law.leidenuniv.nl. Text between square brackets or m footnotes is not a
translation, but additional Information.
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(d) by [judicial] dissolution at the request of one partner [äs specified in article 80e,
which declares apphcable the provisions on mantal divorce];
(e) by conversion of a registered partnership into a marnage [äs specified in article 80g]."
The hundreds of other new or amended articles merely state that certain (groups of) pro-
visions relatmg to the procedures and/or consequences of marnage are also apphcable to
registered partnership. Thus, legistered partnership is almost identical to marnage.78 If a
private law document (such äs a contract or a will) attaches significance to someone's bemg
marned, and the document dates from before 1998, then the transitional provision of
Article V of the Act of 5 July 1997 provides that the same significance will be attached to
someone's bemg registered äs partner. But if the document dates from after 31 December
1997, then such equality can only be based on the General Equal Treatment Act, which not
only prohibits direct and indirect discnmination based on sexual onentation, but also dis-
cnmmation based on civil Status. The Status of bemg a registered partner is now consid-
ered to be a new civil Status. Because the General Equal Treatment Act only applies to
employment and the provision of goods and Services, private discnmination between
marned and registered partners in other fields might not always be unlawful.
APPENDIX II
TEXT OF DUTCH ACT ON THE OPENING UP OF MARRIAGE FOR
SAME-SEX PARTNERS
Staatsblad van het Kontnknjk der Nederlanden
(Official Journal of the Kingdom of the Netherlands), 2001, nr. 9 (11 January)
Act of 21 December 2000 amending Book l of the Civil Code, concernmg the opening
up of marnage for persons of the same sex (Act on the Opening Up of Marnage)79
We Beatrix . . . considermg that it is desirable to open up marnage for persons of the same
sex and to amend Book l of the Civil Code accordmgly;
Article I . . .
(D)
Amendment of Article 28.80 . . .
(E)
Article 30 shall read äs follows· "Article 30 (1) A marnage can be contracted by two per-
sons of different sex or of the same sex. (2) The law only considers marnage in its civil
relations".81
78 See supra pp. 445-46, 450-51 and n. 35 for the remammg differences.
7y Wet openstellmg huwehjk, Staatsblad 2001, nr 9, http //www.eerstekamer.nl/9202266/d/
w26672st.pdf. The Act rcsulted from a Bill mtioduced by the Government on 8 July 1999
(Parhamentary Papeis II1998/1999, 26672, nr. 2), amended by the Government on 3 May 2000 and
4 August 2000, adopted by the Lower House of Parhament on 12 Sept. 2000 and by the Upper House
on 19 Dec. 2000, and signed into law on 21 Dec 2000. It entered mto force on l April 2001. See also
supra nn 76, 77
8" This article hsts the conditions to be fulfilled if a transsexual wishes the sex on Ins or her birth
certificate to be changed. The condition of not bemg marned is now deleted.
8 ' New Art. 30(2) was prcviously the whole text of Art. 30.
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(F)
Article 33 shall read äs follows: "Article 33 Through marnage a person can at the same
time only be Imked with one person".82
(G)
Amendment of Article 4l.83
(H)
A new Article 77a shall be inserted: "Article 77a (1). When two persons mdicate to the
registrar of the domicile of one of them that they would hke their marnage to be con-
verted mto a registered partnership, the registrar can make a record of conversion to that
effect. . . . (3) A conversion termmates the marriage and Starts the registered partnership
on the moment the record of conversion is registered in the register of registered part-
nerships. The conversion does not affect the paternity over children born befoie the con-
version". . . .
(J)
Amendment of Article 80a.84 . . .
(L)
A new Article [80g] shall be inseited. "Article [80g] (l).When two persons mdicate to the
registrar of the domicile of one of them that they would hke their registered partnership
to be converted mto a marnage, the registrar can make a record of conversion to that
effect. . . . (3) A conversion teimmates the registered paitnership and Starts the marriage
on the moment the record of conversion is legisteied in the register of marnages. The
conversion does not affect the pateinity over children born before the conversion". . . .
(N)
Article 395 shall read äs follows. "Article 395 Without pie]udice to article 395a, a step-
parent is obliged to provide the costs of hvmg for the mmor children of Ins spouse or reg-
istered partner, but only during his marriage or registered partnership and only if they
belong to his nuclear family".85
(O)
Article 395a(2) shall read äs follows. "(2) A stepparent is obliged to provide [the costs of
hvmg and of studymg] for the adult children of his spouse or registered partner, but only
during his marriage or registered partnership and only if they belong to his nuclear fam-
ily and are under the age of 21".86 . . .
Article III
Within five years after the entering mto force of this Act, Our Minister of Justice shall
send Parhament a report on the effects of this Act in practice with special reference to the
relation to registered partnership.
82 Previously, Art 33 only outlawed heterosexual polygamy.
83 Insertion of the words "biothers" and "sisteis" mto the provisions that previously only out-
lawed marnages between siblmgs if they wcrc of different scxcs (and between desccndant and
ascendant)
84 The mmimum agc for marnage and registered partnership is eightecn, but it is reduced to six-
tccn if the woman is prcgnant or has givcn birth. Previously, this redtiction was only possible foi
marnage
85 Previously, Arts 395 and 395a only applicd to marriage, not to legistered partnciship
86 Ibid.
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Article IV
This Act shall enter into force on a date to be determmed by royal decree.87
Article V
This Act shall be cited äs Act on the Opemng Up of Marnage.
. . . Given in The Hague, 21 December 2000 Beatrix
The State-Secretary for Justice· M.J. Cohen
APPENDIX III
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM ACCOMPANYING THE ORIGINAL BILL ON THE
OPENING UP OF M A R R I A G E FOR SAME-SEX PARTNERS8 8
" . . . 1. History
. From the government's manifeste of 1998 (Parliamentary Papers II, 1997/1998,26024,
nr. 9, p. 68) it appears that the pnnciple of equal tieatment of homosexual and hetero-
sexual couples has been decisive in the debate about the openmg up of marnage for
persons of the same sex
2. Equalities and differences between marriage for persons of different sex and
marriage for persons of the same sex
. . As to the conditions for the contractmg of a marriage no difference is made between
heterosexuals and homosexuals . 89
The differences between marnage for persons of diffeient sex and marnage for per-
sons of the same sex only he in the consequences of mariiage They concein two aspects
fiistly the lelation to children and secondly the international aspect. .
[According to Civil Code Article 199, the husband of the woman who gives birth dur-
ing marnage is presumed to be the father of the child.] It would be pushmg thmgs too far
to assume that a child born in a mainage of two women would legally descend from both
women. That would be stretching reality. The distance between reahty and law would
become too great. Therefore this bill does not adjust chapter 11 of Book l of the Civil
Code, which bases the law of descent on a man-woman relationship. Nevertheless, the
relationship of a child with the two women or the two men who are carmg for it and who
aie bnngmg it up, deserves to be protected, also in law. This protection has partly been
87 l Apnl2001 (StoaisWad2001,nr 145) Just after midmghton thcmght of 31 Maich to l April
2001, Mi J Cohen (now Mayor of Amsterdam) conducted the woild's first legal same-stx maruages
in the council chamber of Amsterdam City Hall One femalc-female and thiee male-male couples
conveited theii registered partneiships to civil marnages See http //news bbc co uk/hi/english/
woild/europe/newsid_1253000/1253754stm
88 Pailmmcntary Papeis II 1998/1999, 26672, nr 3 (8 July 1999) This is a lengthy text (signed by
Mr J Cohen, State-Secretaiy for Justice), of which somc bncf passages have been translated herc
See supra n 77
89 For cxample, only onc of the persons wishing to mat iy nceds to have either his or her domicile
in the Netherlands, or Dutch nationahty
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reahsed through the possibihty of jomt authonty for a parent and bis or her partner
(Articles 253t ff.) and will be completed with a proposal for the mtroduction of adoption
by same-sex partners [see Appendix IV to this chapter], with a proposal for automatic
jomt authonty over children born in a marnage or registered partnership of two women
[mtroduced 15 March 2000, Parhamentary Papcrs II1999/2000,27047] ,90 and with a pro-
posal to attach more consequences to jomt authonty [not yet mtroduced]. . . .
As far äs the law of the European Union is concerned, the Kortmann Commission con-
cluded that it is certamly not unthmkable that the rules of free movement of persons
relating to spouses will not be considered apphcable to registered partners or marned
spouses of the same sex (report, p. 20).91 A recent judgment of the Court of Justice in
Luxembourg strengthens this conclusion (see Court of Justice of the EC 17 February
1998, Grant v. South-West Trams, case C-249/96)
Treaties relating to marriage are almost all deahng with private international law. . . .
An Interpretation of these treaties based on a gender-neutral marnage seems improbable.
Just Because of this it will be necessary, when openmg up marriage for persons of the
same sex in the Netherlands, to design our own rules of private international law. The
Royal Commission on private international law will be asked to advise on this, äs soon
äs this bill will have been approved by the Lower House of Parhament [report expected
after the summer of 2001].
3. Relation to registered partnership; evaluation
Registered partnership was mtroduced in the Netherlands on l January 1998. In 1998
4556 couples (mcluding 1550 different-sex couples) have used the possibihty of contract-
mg a registered partnership . . . Compared to other countries with registered partnership
legislation the mterest m registered partnership in the Netherlands is relatively high.92...
The relatively high number of different-sex couples that contracted a registered part-
nership m 1998 and the results of a quick scan evaluation research93 make it plausible
that there is a need for a mamage-hke Institution devoid of the symbohsm attached to
marriage.
Therefore the government wants to keep the Institution of registered partnership in
place, for the time being. After five years the development of same-sex marnage and of
registered partnership will be evaluated. Then . . . it will be possible to assess whether
registered partnership should be abohshed. . . .
4. International aspects
. . . As the Kortmann Commission has stated (p. 18) the question relating to the com-
pletely new legal phenomenon of marriage between persons of the same sex concerns the
Interpretation of the notion of pubhc order to be expected m other countries. Such Inter-
pretation relates to social opimon about homosexuahty. The outcome of a survey by the
90 See supra n.66
91 See swpra nn.49, 51.
92 See also App VI
93 See Scherf, supra n.61.
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said Commission among member-states of the Council of Europe was that recognition
can only be expected in very few countnes. This is not surpnsmg. . . .
Apart from the recognition of marnage äs such, it is relevant whether or not in other
countnes legal consequences will be attached to the marnage of persons of the same-
sex.. . .
As a result of this spouses of the same sex may encounter vanous practical and legal
problems abroad. This is something the future spouses of the same sex will have to take
into account. . . . However, this problem of "hmping legal relations" also exists for reg-
istered partners, äs well äs for cohabitmg same-sex partners who have not contracted a
registered partnership or marnage. . . .
7. Explanation per article
. . . Article I ... The prmciple of gender-neutrahty of marnage is expressed by [new
Article 30(1)] "
APPENDIX IV
TEXT OF DUTCH ACT ON ADOPTION BY PERSONS OF THE SAME SEX
Staatsblad van bet Komnknjk der Nederlanden
(Official Journal of the Kingdom of the Netherlands), 2001, nr. 10 (11 January)
Act of 21 December 2000 amending Book l of the Civil Code
(adoption by persons of the same sex)94
We Beatrix ... considering that it is desirable to amend the rules on adoption and related
provisions m Book l of the Civil Code äs regards the introduction of the possibihty of
adoption by persons of the same sex; . . .
Article I (D)
Article 227 shall be amended äs follows:
(a) The first paiagraph shall read äs follows:
" (1) Adoption is effected by a decision of the district court at the joint request of two per-
sons or at the request of one person alone.95 Two persons cannot make a joint adoption
request if accordmg to Article 41 they are not allowed to marry each other. "96
94 Wet van 21 december 2000 tot wijzigmg van Boek l van het Bürgerlich Wetboek (adoptie door
Personen van hetzelfde geslacht), Staatsblad 2001, nr. 10, http //www.eerstekamer.nl/9202266/d/
w26673st.pdf. The Act resulted from a Bill mtroduccd by the Goveinment on 8 July 1999
(Parhamentary Papers II1998/1999, 26673, nr. 2), amended by the Government on 3 May 2000 and
4 August 2000, adoptcd by the Lower House of Parliament on 12 Sept. 2000 and by the Upper House
on 19 Dec 2000, and signed into law on 21 Dec. 2000. It entered into force on l April 2001 See also
supra nn.76, 77.
95 After the words "two peisons", the words "of different sex" have been deleted.
96 See supra App. II
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(b) A second sentence is added to the second paragraph, which shall now read äs follows:
"(2) The jomt request by two persons can only be done, if they have been hvmg together
durmg at least three contmuous years immediately before the Submission of the request.
The request by an adopter who is the spouse, registered partner or other life partner of
the parent, can only be done, if he has been hvmg together with that parent durmg at least
three contmuous years immediately before the Submission of the request".
(c) The third paragraph shall read äs follows:
" (3) The request can only be granted if the adoption is m the evident mterest of the child,
if at the time of the adoption request it is established, and for the future it is reasonably
forseeable, that the child has nothing to expect anymore from its parent or parents in
his/her/their capacity of parent(s), and if the conditions specified m Article 228 are
fulfilled äs well".97 . . .
Article III
This Act shall enter mto force on a date to be determmed by royal decree.98
. . . Given m The Hague, 21 December 2000: Beatrix
The State-Secretary for Justice: M.J. Cohen
APPENDIX V
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM ACCOMPANYING THE ORIGINAL BILL ON
ADOPTION BY PERSONS OF THE SAME SEX99
".. . 1. Introduction
. . . A child bemg cared for and brought up in a lastmg relationship of two women or two
men, has a nght to protection m that relationship, including legal protection. Both
women or both men have taken on the responsibihty for the care and upbrmgmg of the
child and readily want to have that responsibility. In the mterest of the child this rela-
tionship with these adults deserves protection.
Instead of through changing the law of descent, such protection shall be offered m the
form of the adoption possibilities provided for m this bill, in accordance with the advice
of the Kortmann Commission,100 äs well äs m the forms of jomt authonty for a parent
and Ins partner and of jomt custody (both mtroduced by legislation taking effect on
l January 1998). An important difference between descent and adoption is that adoption
97 One of the conditions (Art. 228(l)(f)) is the mimmum penod of pre-adoption care and
upbrmgmg. In case of mdividual adoption by someone who is not a stcpparent, the mimmum is
three years. In case of ]omt adoption by two persons, the mimmum is one year. In case of adoption
by the spouse, registered partner or other life partner of the child, the mimmum is also one year,
unless the child is born m the relationship of the mother with another woman. Then there is no min-
imum penod.
98 l April 2001 (Staatsblad 2001, nr. 145)
99 Parliamentary Papers II1998/1999, 26673, nr. 3 (8 July 1999). This is a lengthy text (signed by
Mr J Cohen, State-Secretary for Justice), of which some bnef passagcs have been translated herc.
See supra n 77.
100 Seeswpnznn. 49, 51.
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always is an abstraction from descent. . . . Because parentmg by two persons of the same
sex always mvolves a form of non-biological parentmg, we have opted for a change of
the law of adoption and not of the law of descent. . . .
2. Scope of the legislative proposal
The bill relates to adoption of children m the Netherlands. In recent years not more than
sixty to one hundred Dutch children have been adopted annually under the Dutch law of
adoption [not countmg stepparent adoptions], for in the Netherlands only rarely does a
mother not bring up her own child.
The bill pnmanly aims to make adoption by persons of the same sex possible.
Probably this will mostly take the form of adoption by the female partner of the mother
of the child, or of adoption by the male partner of the father of a child. Tms form is sim-
ilar to the existing form of stepparent adoptions.
The reason why we do not propose to extend the possibihties for mtercountry adop-
tion, is that m that context other facts need to be taken into account. In 1997 the Mimstry
of Justice studied the legislation on mtercountry adoption, and its application in practice,
in six countnes from which children come to the Netherlands, and m six other countnes
where such children aie adopted. The study showed thit m practice theie is a strongpref-
erence for mtercountry adoption by a married couple. . . .
3. The new condition for adoption
It is bemg proposed that adoption—apart from the aheady existing conditions—will
only be possible if the child has nothing to expect anymore from its original parent or
parents. This cntenon is bemg proposed irrespective of whether it is adoption by persons
of the same sex or adoption by peisons of different sexes. . . .
The words "parent or parents" refer to legal parents äs well äs to biological parents.
The cntenon that the child has nothing to expect anymore from its original parent or
parents, relates to the parent-child relationship. Therefore the question is not whethei
the child has not or will not have any de facto contact with its original parents. The rel-
evant issue is whether the child can expect that its parents are capable of giving substance
to their parenthood. Only if it is certam that the child has nothing to expect from its orig-
inal parents äs parents, the new condition foi adoption will be fulfilled. . . .
There will be cases m which this question can easily be answered, äs m the case of duo-
mothers where a child has been conceived through artificial insemmation with semen of
an anonymous donor. Since the ties with the legal mother, who has given birth to the
child, will not be severed by the adoption, and because no other—biological—parent can
be mdicated, the new cntenon shall be fulfilled.
The balancmg may be different if the child is conceived with the semen of an acquam-
tance of the mother and/or of her partner. . .
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5. The relation to joint authority
. . . Since m the Netherlands joint authority is available äs an adequate alternative for
adoption, aimed at protectmg the family hfe of a child with its de facto carers/upbnngers,
it may be stated that adoption in many cases is not really necessary anymoie. . . .
7. Consequences for private international law
The bill, mtending to allow adoption by persons of the same sex, only relates to adop-
tions of children with their habitual residence in the Netherlands. To these, äs to adop-
tions in the Netherlands by persons of different sexes, Dutch law is apphcable. So
Problems relatmg to the applicabihty of foreign Substantive laws that do not know adop-
tion by same-sex partners, will hardly anse . . .
The question whether adoptions by persons of the same sex, decided upon m the
Netherlands, will be recognised in other countnes is of a different nature. Since the legal
developments abroad with respect to this form of adoption, have not progressed äs far äs
in the Netherlands, it may be expected that, for the time bemg, the family lies created by
such adoptions will not be recognised abroad .. . Possibly, the parental authority hnked
to these adoptions could be recognised in some countnes". . . .
APPENDIX VI
NUMBERS OF PARTNERSHIP REGISTRATIONS IN FIVE EUROPEAN COUNTRIES101
Since 1989, several European countnes have mtroduced legislation creatmg the marnage-
hke Institution of registered partnership for same-sex couples (m the Netherlands also for
different-sex couples). In these countnes, partnership registration has almost all the con-
sequences of marnage, with the exception of most nghts and duties of parents and chil-
dren. Partnership registration became possible m Denmark on l October 1989, m
Norway on l August 1993, m Sweden on l January 1995, in Iceland on 27 June 1996, and
in the Netherlands on l January 1998.102
The table below gives an overview of the absolute numbers of partnership registra-
tions,103 and the relative frequencies of persons who register äs partners.
• Female-female partnerships are indicated with "ff", male-malc with "mm", and
female-male with "fm".
101 At http //ruljis leidenumv nl/user/cwaaldij/www/, a regularly updatcd Version will bc avail-
able Corrections and additions are always wclcome (c waaldijk@law leidenuniv.nl)
102 It also became possible m Grecnland (1996), but no figures from there could be found
Registrations m France, Belgium and (certain regions of) Spam have not been mcluded, because of
their having far less legal consequenccs than marnage.
"" Sources Statistics Denmark, Statisncs Sweden, Statistics Iceland, Statistics Norway
(http //www ssb no/cnglish/subjccts/02/02/30/, updated each year), Statistics Netherlands
(http //statlme.cbs nl/statweb/mdex_ENG stm, Population, Monthly Statistics, updatcd each
month)
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• The absolute numbers are for partnership registrattons. The number of persons that
registered their partnership will therefore be twice äs high.
• The frequencies are an mdication of the number of registered Partners per 100,000
inhabitants over a twelve-month penod. For penods longer than twelve months, the
numbers have first been reduced to the average number per twelve months. For shorter
penods no frequency has been calculated.




































































































































































































































































• Frequencies have been calculated by me usmg the given population number for 1997 or
1998.
• Some absolute numbers given may be a little too small, because of occasional non-
reporting, and because Denmark, Sweden and Norway do not mclude all non-residents
in their statistics. The numbers given for Denmark for 1989 to 1998 are only estimates,
for 1999, actual numbers were available.104
• To facilitate comparabihty, frequencies have also been calculated ovei the imtial
penod of 12 to 18 months after the entenng mto force of the legislation.
SOME CONCLUSIONS FROM THE COMPARATIVE F1GURES
• If you add up the totale of the five countnes, it can safely be said that by the end of 2000,
more than 30,000 Europeans had obtamed the civil Status of bemg a registered partner.
• In the initial penod after its introduction (i e. the first twelve to eighteen months), reg-
istered partnership tends to be more populär than in later years. This contrast is
sharpest with regard to men in Denmark and Sweden, and weakest with regard to dif-
ferent-sex couples in the Netherlands.
• Durmg the initial penods, registered partnership has been much more populär m the
Netherlands than in any other country. Partnership registration between women was
eight times äs populär äs m Sweden, five times äs populär äs m Norway, and three
times äs populär äs m Denmark (the difference with Iceland was much less).
Partnership registration between men was more than three times äs populär äs m
Sweden, and more than twice äs populär äs m Norway or Iceland (the difference with
Denmark was small).
• After the initial penod, the numbers of partnership registrations tend to stabilise. In
Sweden, these numbers remam at much lower frequencies than m Norway, Denmark
and Iceland. In the Netherlands, the frequencies are much higher.
• In all countnes but Iceland, partnership registration has so far been more populai
among men than among women. In recent years, howevei, this difference between men
and women has become smaller in all countnes.
104 For the years 1989—1998, Statistics Denmark does not have the numbers of registrations, but
only the numbers of pcople who werc livmg äs registered (or ex-iegistcred) paitners m Denmark on
l January of the followmg year On the basis of these nurnbcrs, I have made an estimate of the likely
numbers of registrations This means that icgistrations of partners livmg abioad are not mcludcd
